This week:

- The project web page is completed:
  - Page templates are created
  - Reports are uploaded
  - Living Schedule is uploaded

- The design review is completed
  - Design report is read
  - A debate about the report is planned and made
  - The review form is filled

- An online meeting was arranged

- The weekly meeting schedule is defined

- Living schedule is updated

Next week:

- The weekly reports will be uploaded to the website

- Version control will begin

- Little bugs in the website will be fixed
  - Erroneous hyperlinks will be corrected
  - Authorization issues will be resolved

- Emulator usage will be ended for mobile application
  - The application will run on an actual mobile phone
  - GPRS connection will be reestablished between the phone and the web server
  - Basic data transfer will be accomplished between the phone and the web server (to the database)